Abstract—During Magnetic Resonance (MR) scans, abandoned leads from active implantable medical devices (AIMDs) can experience excessive heating near the lead-tip, depending on the types of termination applied to the proximal end. The influence of different proximal treatments, i.e., (i) freely exposed in the tissue, (ii) capped with metallic material, and (iii) capped with plastic material on the RF-induced heating are studied. Abandoned leads from a sacral neuromodulation (SNM) system were investigated in this study. The device models, i.e., the transfer functions, for different proximal treatments were developed. These models are then used to assess the in-vivo lead-tip heating in vivo human models (FATS, Duke, Ella, and Billie). The RF-induced heating from these abandoned leads with different proximal end treatments are compared with the lead-tip heating of the original AIMD system. The maximum lead-tip heating for abandoned leads using metal cap at the proximal end is lower than that from the original intact AIMD system. Abandoned leads with plastic cap treatment at the proximal end will lead to an average in-vivo temperature that is 3.5 times higher than that from the original intact AIMD system. Therefore, from this study and in terms of the RF-induced heating, the abandoned leads with metallic cap treatment at the proximal end can maintain the MR conditionality of the original AIMD system.

Clinical Relevance—The different treatments of proximal end of the abandoned leads from AIMD are studied to ensure that MR Conditional AIMD leads remain MR Conditioned when the leads are abandoned in the patients.

I. INTRODUCTION

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is a widely used diagnostic tool because it can generate high-quality images for soft tissues without ionizing radiation [1]. However, for patients with active implantable medical devices (AIMDs) the radiofrequency (RF)-induced tissue heating at the distal electrodes of the AIMDs, i.e., the lead-tip, can result in thermal tissue damage [2]. To understand RF-induced lead-tip heating, numerous studies have been conducted for different AIMDs such as sacral neuromodulation (SNM) systems, and spinal cord stimulation (SCS) systems. These studies have shown that the AIMD lead acts as an “antenna”, interacting strongly with the RF field generated by MR RF coils during an MR scan. Such interactions can lead to concentrated energy deposition at the lead-tip, resulting in RF-induced tissue heating around the lead-tip and possible tissue damage [3].

To ensure patient safety MR Conditional labeling is required for all AIMDs. This labeling provides the conditions under which patients can be scanned safely [4], [5]. For RF-induced heating concerns, the labeling condition should be developed based on the methods described in ISO/TS 10974, [6] in which both numerical in-vivo modeling and experimental development of AIMD models need to be performed. The developed MR Conditional labeling is always developed for the entire AIMD system, i.e., the implantable pulse generator (IPG) connected to the lead(s). However, due to IPG malfunction, battery problems, or medical reasons the IPG may need to be removed, leaving behind a functional intact and undamaged lead in the original implanted region [7]–[9]. We refer to these undamaged functional leads remaining inside the patient as abandoned leads. The MR Conditional labeling of many AIMDs instructs the user to ‘cap’ the abandoned lead after removing the IPG, thereby electrically insulating the proximal lead end. The proximal insulation of the abandoned lead changes the RF-induced heating at the distal end by establishing an open circuit for the RF-induced current at the proximal end. In several phantom studies at 1.5T (64 MHz), it was reported that the RF-induced lead-tip heating results from a complete AIMD cannot readily be applied to abandoned leads, and the RF-induced lead-tip heating of abandoned leads significantly depends on the type of proximal end, i.e., either capped and electrically insulated or the proximal end of the lead is in electrical contact with the surrounding tissue [10]–[13].

Figure Error! Main Document Only.. Illustration of the complete AIMD and the abandoned lead with three different types of proximal ends: Bare-end, Metal-end, and Plastic-end.
This comprehensive study aims to assess the impact of the proximal end treatments of abandoned AIMD leads on the RF-induced lead-tip heating at 64 MHz (1.5T). We use an SNM system. For each abandoned AIMD lead three different proximal end treatments were considered. These three treatments are (1) Bare-end treatment, i.e., the abandoned lead’s proximal end is freely exposed to the surrounding tissue once the IPG is removed, (2) Metal-end treatment, i.e., the abandoned lead’s proximal end is capped with metallic material, and (3) Plastic-end treatment, i.e., the abandoned lead’s proximal end is capped with an insulating material, such as plastic. The RF-induced lead-tip heating of these abandoned leads is then compared to the complete AIMD, i.e., the lead connected to the IPG. Illustrations of the three proximal end treatments are shown in Fig. 1.

II. METHOD

A. Transfer function method
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The state-of-the-art method to evaluate the RF-induced in-vivo lead-tip heating is the Tier 3 TF approach described in ISO/TS 10974 Clause 8 [6], [14]. The procedure consists of two steps: (1) electromagnetic (EM) simulations to compute the electric (E)-field distributions inside anatomically correct models of the human body exposed to an MR RF coil, and (2) developing the lead model by measuring, calibrating, and validating the TF. Then the RF-induced lead-tip heating $\Delta T$ can be computed using

$$\Delta T = A \int_0^L |TF(l)E_{tan}(l)dt|^2,$$

where $TF(l)$ is the model, often referred to as the lead TF, $E_{tan}(l)$ is the tangential E-field along clinically relevant lead trajectories, and $A$ is a scaling coefficient.

The AIMD systems used in this study are shown in Fig. 2. They are referred to as the complete AIMD which consists of an IPG, an insulated lead with one or more metallic inner conductors, and the lead-tip electrodes contacting the tissue to be stimulated. When the IPG is removed, the abandoned lead was configured with the three different proximal end treatments. For the Metal-end treatment, a copper sheet with dimensions of $\sim 2 \text{ cm} \times \sim 0.5 \text{ cm}$ was connected to the proximal lead contacts of the abandoned lead using conductive glue. For the Plastic-end treatment the proximal lead contacts of the abandoned lead were inserted into an insulated plastic tube and sealed with non-conductive glue. The copper sheet and the conductive glues are not biocompatible, these materials were chosen to ensure good electrical conductivity to demonstrate the concept. In practice, titanium or platinum and other compatibility materials would be used.

The lead TF($l$) was measured using a measurement system based on the reciprocity theorem [15], [16]. As shown in Fig. 3(A), the center conductor of a SubMiniature version A (SMA) connector was exposed and placed near the lead-tip as the excitation source. The SMA cable was connected to the output port of a vector network analyzer (VNA). A current probe was used to measure the magnitude and phase of the induced current distribution along the lead with a special resolution of 1 cm, i.e., the TF($l$). The TF($l$) measurements were performed with the full AIMD systems or the abandoned leads placed in saline with a conductivity of 0.47 S/m.
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The MITS 1.5T RF coil manufactured by Zurich Med Tech (ZMT), as shown in Fig. 3(B), was used to generate the RF exposure to obtain the scaling coefficient A in (1). The standard ASTM phantom was filled with gelled saline made of polyacrylic acid (PAA), with a conductivity of 0.47 S/m and a relative dielectric constant of 78. The exposure level was measured using calorimetry with a duration of 15 minutes. The lead trajectories in the ASTM phantom are shown in Fig. 3(C) for the AIMDs with the respective leads. The temperature probes were closely bonded to the lead-tip to measure the temperature rises near the distal lead-tip.

B. EM simulations and AIMD lead trajectory development

The tangential E-fields along clinically relevant trajectories $E_{tan}(l)$ were calculated for four Virtual Population models. The selected models are the adult obese male model (FATS, 37 yrs, Body Mass Index (BMI) 36.1), the adult male model (Duke, 34 yrs, BMI 22.4), the adult female model (Ella, 26 yrs, BMI 21.6), and the petite young girl model (Billie, 11 yrs, BMI 15.3) [17]. These models are shown in Fig. 4(A)-(D).

The RF coil emissions were calculated for two non-physical birdcage coils operating at 64 MHz (1.5T). The larger coil was used for the obese male model FATS; it has a length of 650 mm, a diameter of 700 mm, and 16 rungs. The smaller coil was used for the other three models; it had a length of 650 mm, a diameter of 630 mm, and 16 rungs. Circularly polarized
RF fields were generated inside both RF coils. Fig. 4(E) illustrates a typical placement of Duke inside the RF coil for the EM simulations. For each human body model 63 landmarks, using 25 mm step size and spanning 1200 mm along the vertical direction were defined. The landmark position 0 mm corresponds to the center of the eyes for each human body model. The landmark 1000 mm corresponds to the position near the thigh for the adult models. To calculate the RF-induced lead-tip heating for all possible imaging conditions we computed $E_{\text{tan}}(l)$ for all models, all landmarks, and all clinically relevant lead trajectories.

These trajectories were developed based on fluoro images from clinical applications. For the SNM system 24 trajectories were developed, i.e., 6 lead-tip locations (3 at each side of the body) and 4 IPG locations (2 at each side of the body). To account for potential patient movements each of the trajectories were shifted $\pm$ 2 mm in all three directions, resulting in 4704 trajectories for each model, or a total of 18816 evaluated lead trajectories. The trajectories for the SNM system are shown in Fig. 4(F) for the adult male model Duke.

III. RESULT

A. TF measurement result

The TFs from three AIMD systems and abandoned leads with three different proximal end treatments were developed. To obtain the scaling coefficient $A$ in (1) the abandoned leads with the different proximal end treatments were placed along the in-vitro trajectories shown in Fig. 3(C). With the lead-tip temperature rises and the incident E-fields along the three trajectories the scaling coefficient $A$ can be determined. The magnitude and phase of these TFs are shown in Fig. 5, indicating that the shapes of the TFs of the complete AIMD and the Metal-end abandoned leads were very similar for all three AIMD systems. The magnitudes of the Metal-end abandoned lead TF models were slightly lower than those for the complete AIMDs. The magnitude of the TF for the abandoned leads with Plastic-end is close to zero at the proximal because the plastic cap eliminates the current flow into the gel.

Figure 4. TFs of the complete AIMDs and abandoned AIMD leads with different proximal end treatments are shown in (A) the magnitude of the TFs for the SNM system, (B) the phase.

Figure 5. In-vivo lead-tip heating for the complete AIMD and the abandoned leads with three different proximal treatments at all imaging landmarks. The black dots are the calculated lead-tip heating for each lead trajectory; the red dots are the mean values with
standard deviation (STD) at each landmark. The results are normalized to the maximum in-vivo lead-tip heating.

B. Calculating the in-vivo temperature rise

With the measured TFs of three AIMD systems and the extracted tangential E-field along different trajectories in each human model, the in-vivo temperature rises were calculated using equation (1). The RF-induced heating along different trajectories inside four human body models, as a function of landmark position, is shown in Fig. 6. The RF-induced heating at the lead-tip from the abandoned leads and the complete AIMD are shown. Each black dot represents the calculated lead-tip heating for a specific AIMD trajectory and a specific landmark. The lead-tip heating is normalized to the maximum calculated temperature rises of all cases four configurations, i.e., the complete AIMD and the abandoned leads with three different proximal end treatments. Statistical analysis was performed at each landmark to calculate the mean and standard deviation (STD) of the lead-tip heating. As clearly shown in Fig. 6, the abandoned leads of the AIMD system with Metal-end results always in lower averaged and maximum lead-tip heating compared to the complete AIMD. One can also see that abandoned leads with Plastic-end have 2-3 times higher mean lead-tip heating compared to the complete AIMD. Abandoned leads with Bare-end have pretty similar average lead-tip heating as the complete AIMD.

IV. CONCLUSION

Numerical and experimental studies were performed to assess the RF-induced in-vivo lead-tip heating for abandoned leads with three different proximal end treatments: Bare-end, Metal-end, and Plastic-end. TF models together with in-vivo simulation results from four human body models were used to estimate the RF-induced heating from distal end for these abandoned leads. The results show that abandoned leads with Metal-ends always have lower maximum and averaged RF-induced heating compared to the complete AIMD. For abandoned leads with Bare-ends the RF-induced lead-tip heating is similar to the complete AIMD. However, abandoned leads with Plastic-ends are prone to significantly higher RF-induced lead-tip heating when compared to the complete AIMD. For patients with abandoned leads with Plastic-ends or Bare-ends the MR conditions for safe scanning need to be re-evaluated, because the RF-induced heating for some exposure scenarios can be higher than for their complete AIMD. For patients with abandoned leads with Metal-ends safe scanning using the existing MR Conditional labeling seems possible.
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